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Abstract—This paper presents adaptive routing selection strategies suitable for network-on-chip (NoC). The main prototype
presented in this paper uses contention information and bandwidth space occupancy to make routing decision at runtime during
application execution time. The performance of the NoC router is compared to other NoC routers with queue-length-oriented adaptive
routing selection strategies. The evaluation results show that the contention- and bandwidth-aware adaptive routing selection
strategies are better than the queue-length-oriented adaptive selection strategies. Messages in the NoC are switched with a wormhole
cut-through switching method, where different messages can be interleaved at flit-level in the same communication link without using
virtual channels. Hence, the head-of-line blocking problem can be solved effectively and efficiently. The routing control concept and the
VLSI microarchitecture of the NoC routers are also presented in this paper.
Index Terms—Network on chip, bandwidth-aware adaptive routing, contention-aware adaptive routing, congestion-aware adaptive
routing
Ç
1 INTRODUCTION AND MOTIVATION
NETWORK-ON-CHIP (NoC)is a feasible communicationinfrastructure formany-core processor systemsbecause
of the scalable bandwidth capacity of the NoC. Currently,
there are many research challenges in the field of many-core
processor systems starting from abstract application layer
until physical network layer. In the network layer, optimum
network and router architecture design in terms of cost (logic
area, power, etc.) as well as its performance issues (network
bandwidth capacity, router latency, etc.) [13] are the challen-
ging topics. Among the topic around router architecture as
the main part of a network communication infrastructure,
switching methods, routing algorithms, quality-of-service
and flow control have been extensively discussed in
literature. Specifically, routing algorithm in any case could
give impact on the area and the network performance.
In general, the routing algorithm can be made in
deterministic (static) or adaptivemanner.Network designers
are motivated to design adaptive routing algorithms because
of two main objectives, i.e., to avoid entering hotspot links
such that communication performance can be increased, and
to avoid entering faulty network components (faulty switch
or link). Theworks in [18], [11], and [16], for instancespropose
fault-tolerance adaptive routing algorithms. Network faults
can turn a regular network into a nonregular network. The
work in [10] presents a fault-tolerance routing algorithm by
balancing traffic over network faults and nonregularity due
to the network component faults.
The main issue related to the adaptive routing algo-
rithms is deadlock configuration problem due to cyclic
dependency. The works in [4] and [5] have presented theory
about deadlock-free routing algorithms and formal descrip-
tions about the deadlock configuration. Turn models can be
principally used to design a deadlock-free adaptive routing
algorithm [6]. A deadlock-free adaptive routing method to
cover the problem of oversized IP components placement in
irregular mesh-based network is presented in [23].
Most of routing implementations made at design time
use routing tables to route messages (packets). The contents
of the routing tables are programmed at design time, and
then adaptive routing paths are assigned in every routing
table in the network nodes by using some technique. The
work in [19], for example, presents an offline (at design-
time) routing method called “Application-Specific Routing
Algorithm” (APSRA) used to increase the degree of routing
adaptivity for hotspot avoidance. The “Segment-based
Routing” (SR) presented in [14] proposes also an offline
routing method, in which the network is segmented into
some subnets and restrictions are applied to avoid deadlock
configurations. Another method is the dynamic routing
protocol in [12] used for balancing distribution of traffic in
NoCs. However, since the aforementioned routing methods
[19], [14], [12] used a static or offline routing design
approach, they cannot be classified into a pure adaptive
routing method.
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